Abstract. The composition operator induced by a hyperbolic Mobius transform <p on the classical Hardy space H1 is considered. It is known that the invariant subspace problem for Hilbert space operators is equivalent to the fact that all the minimal invariant subspaces of this operator are one-dimensional. In connection with that we try to decide by the properties of a given function u in H2 if the corresponding cyclic subspace is minimal or not. The main result is the following. If the radial limit of u is continuously extendable at one of the fixed points of (/> and its value at the point is nonzero, then the cyclic subspace generated by u is minimal if and only if u is constant.
Introduction
Composition operators appeared implicitly in some works dealing with classical mechanics. A systematic study of this class of operators began during 1966- 1968 when Ryff published [5] and, independently of him with slightly different methods, Nordgren made a somewhat similar study in [2] . Ever since, these operators have enjoyed constant attention. A good account of them through 1978 is given in [3] .
The departure point of this paper, reporting on some results about minimal invariant subspaces, has been [4] . We shall denote as customary by H2 the classical Hardy space of all functions analytic on the open unit disc D having square-summable Taylor coefficients. We recall that the Mobius transforms are the functions of the form (1) <p(z) = ew-^-, z£D, 1 -az for any unimodular e'e and any a in D. Those that have precisely two fixed points on the unit circle T are called hyperbolic. There also exist parabolic and elliptic Mobius transforms. If tp is analytic and <p maps D into D then the operator defined by (2) C4>f=focp, /eH2, is called the composition operator induced by tp and, according to [2] , is a bounded Hilbert space operator. For any hyperbolic tp there is a Mobius transform co such that co~x o <f> o co is hyperbolic with preassigned fixed points, for example, 1 and -1. Since obviously C^-i^^ = CWC^,C~X , this operator is similar to Q,. Therefore we shall consider in the sequel the hyperbolic transform (3) ^Z) = ^TT> zeD> z +1
with fixed points 1 and -1 and call Q "the hyperbolic composition operator". The authors of [4] prove that the assertion that any bounded Hilbert space operator acting on a separable complex Hilbert space of dimension larger than 1 has nontrivial invariant subspaces is equivalent to the fact that all the minimal invariant subspaces of Q are one-dimensional. A minimal invariant subspace is obviously an atom of the invariant subspace lattice. Needless to say, such subspaces need to be cyclic. It, therefore, seems interesting to ask whether one could decide by the properties of some u in H2 if the cyclic subspace Ku = V«>o Clu is rninimal invariant or not. In the sequel we shall give some partial answers to this question.
Some results
Suppose A is a Banach space and T an invertible bounded linear operator on A. We recall that some subspace M of A is called doubly invariant for T if it is invariant both for T and T~x. We begin with the following interesting simple property of minimal invariant subspaces. PrW ~ l-2rcosf + r2
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use is the Poisson kernel. The author of [2] observes that, for any / in L2-, the following hold:
2n J_n = ^Jju(eie)-u(l)\2PZn(6)de.
For arbitrary fixed e > 0 choose S > 0 such that \u(e'e) -u(l)\2 < e/2 if \6\ < S, which is possible by the continuity assumption that we made on u.
Observe that PZn(6) < PZn(S) if \6\ > S and PZ"(S) -» 0, so we may choose a positive integer N such that PZn(S)\\u -u(l)\\2 < e/2 if n > N. We deduce is finite and
then Kb is nonminimal.
Proof. Denote </>a(z) = (z -a)/(l -az) for any a in D. We observe that 4>a" °<t> = <?Vi(a")cfl where \cn\ = 1. Therefore if Bx is the Blaschke product of zeros (<p'~x(ak))k , then there is no problem to see that Bo(f> = e'01 Bx for some unimodular e'6' . Just as above, B o <p^ = el6kBk where Bk is the Blaschke product of zeros (^~k\an))n . Taking Xk = e~'6k and u = B, one obtains in Theorem 4 the Blaschke product of zeros (^~kHan))kn , which is convergent if (6) holds and has a nonzero value at 0 if (7) holds. □ 3. Questions and comments Question 1. If u is in H2, w(1) = m(-1) = 0, and u satisfies the good continuity condition "around" one of the fixed points, is it possible to deduce that Ku is not minimal?
Comments. There is some hope to be so. At any rate if one takes u(z) = z2 -1, which is continuous on T, and «(l) = u(-l) = 0, one can prove that still Ku is nonminimal. Indeed if we suppose it is minimal, note that Ku C \Jk>n((p^)2+C for any n. If Bn = Yl^ni^)2 > we 0DServe that zB"H2 is orthogonal to any ((f>^)2 fork>n.~So M k>n(<j)(k))2 C H2 e z5"H2 for any n. Hence Ku C D">o(H2 © zBnR1) = C because \\Bn -lf2 = 2(1 -Refi"(0)) -» 0 and, hence, (n">0(H2 © z£"H2))x = V">o z5"H2 = zH2 . Hence Ku C C, which is absurd. So Ku is nonminial.
On the other hand, the method we use in Theorem 2 is ineffective here. Take, for instance, u(z) = (z2 -l)B where B is the Blaschke product of zeros (zk)k>x . Obviously u is continuous on T, u(l) = u(-l) = 0, and (u o <£(*), 1) = u(zk) = 0 for any k > 1. Hence C <£ Ku . Question 2. For inner functions Theorems 3 and 4 give some rather particular tricks to deduce Ku is not minimal even when u has no continuous extensions at 1 or -1. Is it possible to obtain a general condition for inner functions? Question 3. Is it possible to obtain implications of type "u = fg and if Kf is nonminimal then Ku is nonminimal"?
Comments. This seems to be hard, however, it is tempting to try since H2 functions have well-known canonical factorizations.
